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CORRELATION OF THE DRAG, CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPICAL

PURSUIT AIRPLANE OBTAINED FROiiM HIGH-SPEED
.. WIND-TUNNEL AND FLIGHT TESTS.+* .,,, -.. ;!.. ByJAMESM. NrssE~, BURNETT L. GADEB~RG,

and WILLIAM T. HA~ILTOX -.
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“EDITORIAL Nom: ..+

“’With full recognition of the hazards.in~olwd, the senior author Gf
this report, NACA Test Pilot JamesM. h-issmi,made.s seri~ of ldlves
with a typical pursuit airplane without propdler, bemuse the needed
data could be obtained in no other way. After three successful dives
at successively higher Mach number-s,the towrope connection broke
at a Iow altitude and the towrope wrapped mound his airph-me. IfWh
great skill and courage Mr. Nissen stayed with the &irplaneand made
a forced landi~g in rough terrain without damaging the elalmrate
rwmarch instrumentation. Although the airplane -we washed out,
3fr. Nissen escaped with minor injurim.

J. C. HCKNSAKBR
Chairman, A’ACA.”

SUMMARY

In order to obtain a correlation of drag data from wind-
tunnel and$ight teet~ at high Mach numbers, a ty~”cal purwrit
airplane, with the propeller remimed, UXM tested in $ight at
Mach numbere up to 0.766, and the reau/t8 were compared with
wind-tunnel te8ts of a Ji-acaJemodel of the atiplane.

The te8t remilt8 8how that the drag characteristic~ of the test
airplane can be predicted with 8ati8jactory aauraqt from test8
in the Ame8 16-foot high-8peed wind tunnel of the Ame8 Aero-
nautical Luborato~ at both high and low Mach numbers. It
ia considered that thi8 result i8 mot unique with this airplane.

INTRODUCTION

PracticaHy dl the avaiIable data on the drag characteristics
of airplanes at high speeds have been obtained from wind-
tunnel tests. The reliability of these data has been ques-
tioned bemuse of the fact that (1) surveys have indicatecl
that the USUSIstrut-support systems htive a marked influence
on the flow at the position of the model, (2) the c@c~I1ated
wall interference, always a somewhat dubious fagt.pr, in-
creases rapidly with Nach number, and (3) the m@nitude
of the effects of Reynolds number at hgh speeds is un~own.
It was evident that a comparison of accurate flight arid -ivind-
tunnel test data was needed to determine the reliability of
the wind-tunnel test data.

Of the limited amount of flight data a-iaiIaMe from high-
speed dives, none were considered satisfactory for such a
comparison. For the most part, the measurements of air-

speed tmd altitude were not above suspicion. Even for
those cases -wherein this objection could not be raised, the
probable error introduced ti attempting to correct for the
Muence of the propulsion system in the determinantion of
drag made comparisons with high-speed wind-tunnel data
for propelIerIessmodels of doubtfuI wdue.

The purpose of the investigation herein discussed was to
obtain an accurate comparison of the drag coefficients at ‘-
high Jfach numbers as measured in flight and in the wind
t.unnel. In order to obtain flight data strictly comparable
to those obtained from a model of the airplane in the Ames
16-foot high-speed wind tunnel, the flight data were obtained
in dives of this airplane with propeller removed.

FLIGHT INVESTIGATION

DESCRIPTION OF THE AIBPLANE

The airplane used for the flight tests was a singk-engine,
lovr-wing, cantilever monoplane -with retractable landing
gear and partial-span plain flaps. Figure 1 is a three-view
drawing of the airplane, and the photograph of figure 2
shows the airpkme as instrumented for the flight tests.

In order to simulate as closely es possible the model as
tested in the -wind tunnel, the propelkr was removed. A
spinner vms installed to preserve the smooth air flow over
the forwexd portion of the fuselage. The tow release mecha-
nism, which was used in conjunction with the operation of
towing the airplane to high alt.itude, vmshoused within the
spinner and was fitted flush with the spinner nose (fig. 3).
The release mechanikm was mechanically operated by the
piIot. A special hydraulic pump, electric motor, and batteries
were installed to activate the landing flaps and gear. The
stabilizer incidence vias set at +10 instea~ of the normal +2 o

for the kt airplane, in order to reduce the elevator angle
required for trim a-bhigh Nach numbers, and a pair of met.al-
covered elevatom was substituted for the usual fabrio-
covered elevators. The carburetor air scoop was sealed about
3 feet from the scoop Lip,the bomb racks were removed, and
the surface of the airplane was sanded with fine sandpaper,
shellacked and waxed. During the dives the radiator-scoop
flap -waslocked in the flush position at all times.
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FIGUREI.—Three-view dmwlng of the test r.IrpIane.

FIGURE3.—Inatallatlon of tow-rele~ meehaniem mid spinner on the teat alrplnnc.

INSTRUMENTATION

Standard NACA pl~otographical]y recording instrurne.nts
were used to obtain airspeed, a]t.itude, and normal and
longitudiiid ac.celemtion as a function of t.inm Two mn~-
plete and independent. sets of instruments w-ereinsttdlml for
the flight tests. Each systqn of instrumentation utilizecl, us
sources of static and totrd pressures, a freely swiveling pitot-
static head. These two piLot-sttitk beads were mountwl on
booms located beneath and extending approximately 0.S of
the loca] wing chord a,heaclof earl) wing tip. (Cf. figs. 1 tind
2.) A service total-head tube of round section, which was
used in ccmjunction with fuselage statit-pressure orifices, was
mounted beneath the right wing on Lhcstnndard tohd-head
tube mast.

The pressure lines from the pitot-st.atic heads to the
recording instruments ~~.eremade as short as possiblo LO

\

FIGCRIIz—The alrplrme ee Instrumented for M fllghla.
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minimize lag, and the Iines to the recording airspeed metera
were baIanced so as to give equal flow- rates in the stat.ic-
and total-pressure tubes. Each pitot-static head consisted of
two static-pressure tubes and one total-head tube, which
permitted the use of independent sources of static pressure
for both airspeed recorders and both altitude recordem
Ground tests of a mock-up of the airspeed and rdtitude pres-
sure lines indicated that the Iag in the system, at the maxi-
mum rates of descent.,caused an error in the recorded altitude
of only 250 feet.

The recording instruments, as instalIed in the airplane,
could be read to +2 miles per hour for the airspeed, +250
feet for the altitude, +0.Olg for the longitudinal acceIerat.ion,
and +0. lg for the normal acceleration.

The recording accelerometer, from which the cbxg data
were determined, was mounted 4 feet behhd and 1 foot
above the center of gravity of the airplane. The effect of
anggar acceIerations of the airphtneduring the dives on the
recordings of the accelerometer was found to be negligible.

CAIJBRA’ITON OF THE PITOT-STATIC TUBES

A correction for the position error of the pitot-st atic tubes
was determined by flying the airplane at a kno-wn constant
pressure altitude at various airspeeds, while records were
made of the airspeed and aItitude. It vras assumed, that
the measurements of the total pressure were correct and
that the variation of recorded altitude with airspeed at the
constant pressure aItitude resulted from the position of the
static tubes. The Mach number was computed by, use of
the standard equation:

“=223’[(%+1)”=-11’
where

M Mach number
H free-stream total pressure
p free-stream static pressure

Since the maximum error of altitude, as determined by
this calibration, was smaller than the least reading of the
altimeter, no attempt was made to correct the altimeter
readings for position error. The accuracy of the swiveling
pitot-static head has been investigated at Mach numbers up
to 0.80 in the Ames 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel, and the
results showed the effects of compressibility to be negligible
over the flight range investigated.

TESTS

In order to determine the drag coefficient of the airplane
at high Mach numbers in a configuration that would lend
itself to direct correlation with wind-tunnel tests, the air-
plane (without propeller) was towed to high altitudes (fig. 4)
where the pilot of the test airplane released the tovv. The
airplane was then dived to high Mach numbers and at the
completion of the dive was Iancled on the surface of a dry
lake.

In order to obtain the high Mach numbem at a safe alti-
tude, the airplane was towed as high as possible, -whichwas
approximately 28,000 feet pressure altitude for the third
fhgM in which a lhch number of 0.755 mas obtained.

FIGCEEL–The test ah@e.na in towed fl!ght.

Three dives were made successfully, each to successively
higher Mach numbers, but on the fourth attempt a forced
landing was necessitated soon after take+fl due to ag_un-
explained, premature release of the tow cable from the tow
phme. The forced landing damaged the airplane beyond
repair, and hence terminated this set of tests.

COMPUTATION OF THE DRAG COEFFICIENT

The drag coefficient was co;puted from values of the air-
speed, altitude, longitudina~ acceleration, and normal, accel-
eration by the use of the following equation:

.,.

CD= ~’lsy [A. sin cY-A. Cosa]

where
CD airpIane drag coefficient
W airpIane -weight,pounds ... --

S wing area, square feet
dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot ‘

~ algebraic sum of components, aIong airplane Zaxis, of
airplane acceleration and acceleration due to gravity,
in terms of standard gravitational unit (32.2 ft/sec~.
Positive when directed upward. as in normal IeveI
flight.

Ax algebraic sum of components, aIong#rplane X-ati, of
airplane acceleration and accelerat.igmdue to gravity,
in terms of standard gravitational unit (32.2 ftjssc~.
Positive when directed forward as in a t.aketiff. ‘-

a angle of attack of reference line of the accelerometer,
degrees

The angle of attack of the airplane for a gi-renlift coefficient
was determined from measurements made of a similar air-
pIane in the Langley fnll-scaIe wind tunnel. No efTec&of
compressibility on the angle of attack were considered.

FLIGHT-TESTDATA

Dives were made to Mach numbers of 0.710, 0.~30, and
0.755. Before each flight, the surface of the_airplane was
carefully wiped clean to preserve as smooth a fih & pos-
sible during the dive+ However, due to the short length of
the oiled strip on the lake bed, which was used for take-off
(about 2,500 ft), the airpIane gathered some dust on the
leading edgee of the wing and tail and parts of the fuselage,
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FIGURE7.–Dust on the Iesdtng edge of the wing and ongfnc.mole.nt-cmdcr smop uf the @t
afmlrme Rftcr the rlmt pmpekwoff dive.

that of drag divergence (the Mach number at which the
drag characteristics diverge from their 1OW-SI.MAtrend as
the Mach number is further increased).

ON figures 8, 9, and 10, faired curves havo lxwn drawn
through the test points as well u a curve following the points
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lt is apparent that during alI three of the frights, the drag
coefficient varied with the lift coef6cient at Mach numbers
both above and beIo-ivthat of drag divergence. The faired
curvw on these figures were drawn after considering the
variations of figures 12, 13, and 14.

A comparison of the data of figures 8, 9, and 10, as shown
in figure 11, indicates that the minimum drag of the airplane
was affected by the presence of dust on the surface of the
airplane and that, as wouId be expected, the dustier the
surface, the higher the minimum drag of the airplane. It is
noteworthy that the Mach number of drag divergence and
the variation of drag coefficient with Mach number above
the Mach number of drag divergence are essentialityunaf-
fected by the presence of dust on the airplane.

It is believed that the variation of drag coefficient with lift
coefficient at the low vahms of lift coefficient, shown on
figures 8, 9, and 10, maybe due to a fore-and-aft movement
of the transition line of boundmy-layer flow from Iaminsr
to turbuIent flow. Such a movement of the transition point
on the wing of the test airplane is possible, because its airfoil
section has a very small pressure gradient at lift coefficients
near its design value, and hence is v~ critical to surface
waviness, which might well vary with the load on the wing.

Few data were avaiIable from the dives to show the variat-

ion of drag coefhcient with Reynolds number, but the data

that were available (below the Mach number of drag diverg-
ence) seemed to indicate very little, if any, variation at con-
stant Iift coefficients. This is not at all conclusive, but it is
interesting in the light of the results reported in reference 1.

FIGCWI 10.—VarfatIon of IIft and drag coelfkients wfth Mach nurnfrer dnring s dive tlom
X,IXX)feet, propeller off, medlnm duetlnett%Sfght 110.

WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION

DESCRIP’110~OF APPARATUS

The model tests were conducted in the Ames 16-foot.
high-speed wind tu.nne~. This wind tunnel is of the single-
return, closed-throat type and has a circular cross section -”
throughout its length. Two 5-percent-thick front struts.
and a single 7-percent-thick rear strut supported the mod~
during the tests. (See fig. 15.) All three struts were un.
shielded and had the transitions of their respective boundary
layers, from laminar to turbuIent flow, tied at their 10-per-
cent-chord points. With the model mounted in the wind
tunnel, test Mach numbers as high as 0.825 were reached.
The turbulence level in the knes 16-foot high-peed wind
tunnel is very low, approaching closely that of wind tmmeLs
de-signed especidy to have low turbulence.

The model as tested represented to j%csle the test air-
plane, even to details such as radiator-coop-flap setting,
stabilizer angle, plugging of the carburetor scoop, service—..—.
pitot-static head, radio mast, airspeed booms, temperate
boom, and antenna. The model was not equipped with a
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propeller during the tests. Roughness in the form of number
60 Carborundum dust was glued to the wing surface on a
%-inch-wide strip at the locations of the leading edges of
the landing-gear doors and machine-gun-ammunition doors,
and around tho base of the propeller spinner (fig. 16), to
simulate discontinuities in the airplane’s surface at these
points.
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DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPICAL PL=S’GIT

FIGCEEI&—The )$-safe model of fhe test skplrme momtd in the Ames I&foot M@-speed
wind tunnel.

For part of the tests, in order to determine the efiect of
the dust on the airplane, the forward portions of the model
were sprayed with lacquer and the surface left unsoothed.
WhiIe the redting surface (fig. 17) was perceptibly rougher
than the dusty afilane s~f;cej tests o~

‘*

the- mo~el in-the
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FIGCBE17.-Surfaca ronghn~on wing Ieadfng edge of the %.e-talemcdel of the tm afrplane.

roughened condition, when compared with those of the model
in tha smooth condition, gave an indication of the effect of “‘~’”
dust upon the drag coefficient of the airplane. The heights
of the grains on the model surface varied from 0.0005 to
0.0015 inch. The model tests were made with the rudderti~_
elevator, and ailerons, and their respective tabs, unreflected.
The cooling-air-outlet flap was in the flush position.

TEST. AND COhIPUTAITONAL PROCEDURE

Mach number and dynamic-pressure calibration of the
wind tunnel was obtained through a static-pressure @,) sur-
-rey of the test section with the support struts ;ri place and

I th~ model removed. The total rr&&re was”assumed eaual

●

Frwng 16.—Thre&vIew drawingoftheH-scalemodel of the test sirpfsne,

. .
to the atmospheric pressure p= (this assumption has been
justified by previous tests) and the Mach number was crtl-
culated on the basis of adiabatic flow in accordmce with the
following equation:

.

‘f=’’’’[(%)’’”n
The calibration was made with reference to the static pres-
sure measured at the tunnel well ahead of the test section.
Previous tests have shown this reference presmre to be fi-
affected by the presence of the model. The statit-pressure
survey was made with the multiple-boom rake shown in
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FIGURBltL—The Arrm I&fcd high-aped wind-tunnel staticqmamre.-eurrey strut eisused
In trots of the )&senle model of the teS afrplane.

figuro 18. In order to survey at four longitudinal stations
in any vertical planej four sets of static-pressure orifices \\.erc
used on each of the 79-inch-long steel booms. Tho survey
strut upon which the booms were mounted wtts of 38-inch
chord and only 6 percent of its chord thick so as to minimize
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FIGURE19.–Varfatlon of Mad number fn the horimntal plane through the trunn!on vdth
the $percant-thick struts W !uehes a~rt.

the disturbance to the air flow, The survey rake WI-W
mounted downstream from the front mo{iel supporting s[.ru(s
in order that the survey would give dntti at the position of
the modeI wing. The static pressure vw measured in three
horizontaI planes; 12 inches above tlte conk-v line, on [hc
center line, and 12 inches beIow the cen(er line. Figure. ] 9
shows the approxirnnte variation of Mach numlwr in tho
plane of the modcdwing at two tunnel speeds. In ovaluttting
the calibration, the Mach number was assnmcd to IM LILC
average value over the projected mea of the model in the
horizontal plane through the wing trunnions. Anguhwi[y
of the flow was tdim M the clifferenco in the anglo of zero
lift from tests of the model upright t-ml inwwtwt, Taro
drags of. the support struts were measured with the model
removed from the tunnel. Corrections for constriction were
applied to the Mach number and the Iift, drag, and tare co-
efficients according to the methods of refcrcncc 2 with the
singIe exception that the power of fl, the compressibility
factor, in the fuseIage blockage factor was changed from 4
to 3. The change in the effect of compressibility on the
bIockage correction is based on new, and as yet., unpublished
vrork on file at this Laboratory. The corrections appliml
were as folIovw:

.M=lll.[l +e,(l+ 0.202M0’j]

C= C.[1–6C(2–M3)]

where MO and COare Mach number and force coefficient~
respectively, based on the calibration with the model ou1 of
the wind tunnel. The bIockage factor due to the mmicI is

ec=(o.oo433+o.0334 cJ/iF
-.

where . .. .—
B= ~1 –M:

Corrections to the angle of attack and drag coofficionts due
to the presence of the tunneI walls were made in the manner
of reference 3. These corrections were:

Aa=l.019C~ (degrees)

ACD=0.0178CL2

WKND-TUNNEL.TEST RZSULTS

The variation of drag coefficient. with lift coeflkienl }~n(l
Mach number is presented in figures 20, 21, and 22. TIM
Reynolds ‘number of the mocIeI LWLS,bttsed on an avcragu
chord of 2.169 feet.,varied from 4,500,000 to 8,300,000. Tho
measurenumtsof the forces on the modoI am beIieved to h
mccurateto within one-half of 1 percent, hence tbo dalti arc
~bout.as accurate as the corrections to the dwta allow. TIM
tunnel-wall and model-constriction corrections are neces-
sarily of a theretical nature, but aro in ge.nernI SIUtIll

relative to the measured forces, amounting to less tl~an 4.
pwcent at 0.80 Mach number and low values of lift coeffi-
cient. (These corrections are much smaller at Iow Jfarh
numbers.) h exact correction for strut interference or
constriction is impossible because of the -rariation in the flow
velocity throughout the test section at high speeds, as indic-
ated in figure 19.
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COMPARISON OF FLIGHT AND WIND-TUNNEL RESULTS

The data of @ures S, 9, 10, and 21 have been collected in
figures 22 and 23 to provide a direct compririson between
the flight and wind-tunnel results. The teat points shown
in figure 23 are the drag coefficients determined from the
flight tests, and the unbroken line is the drag coefEcient
from the wind-tunnel tests selected at the lift coefficient
(including the pubut) of the flight data at }hat particular
Mach number. The principal differences between the wind-
tunnel model and the test airpIa.neviere the vzing-gun and
Iancling-gear doora, protruding screw heads on the lower
surface of the wing, various joints in the fuselage, and waves
in the surface of the wing, as welI as the dust that collected
on the surface of the airpIane during take+ff. Iri &fiection
with a diecuasion of the differences between the model and
the airpkme, it should be pointed out that the two were
similar in such details as the two airspeed bo.oros, service
pitot mast, radio mast, high-frequency antenna, and carbu-
retor and coohg-air flows. The aiqdane aIso vvasequipped
with metal-covered elevators v&ich more nearly sindated
the surface of the solid aluminum-aIIoy elevators on the
model than did the originaI fabric-covered elevatom.

The drag characteristics of the airplane determined from
the wind twmel and from flight, escluding the rwndti ob~
tained during the pdl-oute from dives, are in good agreement
as may be seen in figure 23. The Mach number for drag
divergence and, in particular, the rate’ of increase of drag
above this Mach number as found from flight Are vveIlpre-
dicted from the wind-tumel tests, although the values of
drag coefficients obtained in flight are slightly higher than
those obtained in the wind tunnel.

During the pull-outs, all of which occurred above the Mach
number of drag divergence, the flight-test data show defi-
nitely higher drag coefficients which, presumably, would be
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A&-& number, M

FIGUUEX.–Comparison of drag eoelllelenta of the t.Pstakplnne es deri’wl from flight snd
wind-tmmel tests.

due to the increased lift coefficient. The wind-tunnel-test
data at comparable lift coefficients and Nfach numbers, how-
ever, showed but negligibly higher values. The higher dues
in flight may be due, in part, to the cffecte of an increase in
surface waviness of the wing accompanying the greater air
Ioada of the pullaut, or to a hysteresis effect which causes the
sepamtion due. to the shock to persist during the pull-out.
On the other hand, the flight Reynolds tiumbers exceed those.
for the model tests, as seen in figure 24, partimdarly at the
lower altitudes during the pull-out. Hei~ce, the higher drti
coefficients during the pull-outs may be an effect of Reynolds
number.

Figure’22 shows the flight data, with dust on the airplane,
are bracketed by the wind-tunnel data for the model in
the smooth condition and in the roughened condition,
Although no direct measurements were made of the grain
sizes on the airplane, it was generaIIy conceded by those who
observed both the model and the airplane that the modeI
was somewhat rougher in the roughened condition than the
airplane with the dust on its surface.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A comparison df the drag characteristic of a propelIer-
less airplane in flight with a similar )f-scale modeI in the Ames
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FIGUEE24.-Comperison of the tat ReynoIti numbm of t.be rdrpIfineIn flight wtth those
o~tki )4+eaIe model in the .4mes UMoot high+~cd wfnd tunnel.

16-foot high-speed wind tunnel shows satisftictory agrecnwnt
over the Mach number range investigated (0.30 tu 0.755).

2. Dui-i the pulhouts from clivcs, all of which occurred
above the Mach numbers of drag divergence, the airphmo
&ag Coficiente ~vere hig]ler than vws indicated by tho

wind-tunnel results for the corresponding lift c.oefficim[s.
This result may be m effect of Reynolds number, an rfTccL
of the increased wing-kurface waviness occasioned during b
pull-oute, or a hysteresis effect which causes the scpfiralion
due to the shock to persist during the pull-out.
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